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The Guyana-China Business Council (GCBC) on Monday 
March 4, 2013 urged that efforts be made to employ 
Guyanese and transfer skills and expertise to them, in the 
wake of an outcry against a majority Chinese construction 
team at the Marriott Hotel.  

“The GCBC reiterates its original position that such investments must be continually 
implemented in accordance with exigent social and economic requirements and within 
the confines of international best practice for technological transfer, training and other 
mandates,” said the council in a statement. 

Chairman of the GCBC, Clinton Williams said at a March 1 meeting “in response to the 
current impasse” the council decided to encourage Chinese companies to recruit local 
labour including experts who can in turn benefit from new techniques. 

Williams said the Council, which is an arm of the Private Sector Commission (PSC), has 
already persuaded China Harbour Engineering (CHEC) to advertise for local engineers 
and contractors to expand the Cheddi Jagan International Airport (CJIA). 

“It was borne out of the need to ensure that whatever has gone wrong there was 
corrected,” said Williams when asked whether that stemmed from concern about the all-
Chinese group of construction workers who are building the Marriott-branded hotel in 
Kingston, Georgetown. 

He said the GCBC wanted to ensure that the “right thing” was done by Chinese 
investors who are playing a major role in Guyana’s development. 

The political opposition and the Guyana Trades Union Congress (GTUC) have 
condemned the decision by Atlantic Hotel Inc to allow Shanghai Construction Group 
(SCG) to import Chinese labour for the core of constructing the 197-room hotel. 
Government has defended the decision, saying that the foreign workers were highly 
skilled and their level of productivity would see the project being completed on time. 

The GCBC said it would widen its “oversight and facilitation mandate” to ensure that 
China-based companies doing business in Guyana are familiar and comply with 
Guyana’s laws. 

The council urged the local media to desist from publishing unsubstantiated information 
that can stoke fear. “That in itself presents a security dilemma and could diminish 
foreign investors’ interest in injecting much needed foreign capital into this country.” 
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